
Rachel Stokes is part of Hillview Community Church [Rowville, Victoria]

where she is a valued and effective part of the leadership team. The

Body of Christ at Hillview has been built and strengthened through her

prophetic gift. Individuals who receive a prophetic word are deeply

touched and assured that they are well known by Him and also

blessed with confirmation of those things He has already shown them.

Rachel's ministry is particularly significant and personal as she often

speaks into the call and destiny of God upon people's lives, as well as

speaking into their individual situations, circumstances and walk with

the Lord. Rachel is a loving, gracious and accurate voice speaking

prophetically and her desire is to see broken hearts made whole by

the power of the Holy Spirit. She is passionate to see more people

supernaturally encouraged and empowered through the prophetic.

Key points from the interview:

1. Allow God to grow and develop you in the passion for the prophetic.

Ask of the Lord to  remove anxiety and fear from you as you step out

for Him.  Remember it is not a performance but rather being faithful

and obedient to bring forth what God showed you with a humble heart. 

2. Be wise to speak forth what God showed you.  Speak with integrity

even if it was just a one word or short word.  One does not need to

make it bigger. 

3. For those wishing to develop in the prophetic, it is advisable to be in

submission to your respective church leadership and be accountable

for how you minister.  These are your safety perimeters as God

continues to hone you for ministry. 

4. One needs to prepare oneself through prayer and fasting as it is

God's empowerment upon us.  Having prayer support from people you

do live with will be most helpful as we are seeking for God's anointing

to minister to others.
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What small steps of development in the prophetic,  is

God reminding you of as you listened to the podcast

today? 

Who are you accountable to, ensuring that you have

some safety perimeters to work with as you pursue

your passion in the prophetic?

Discussion Questions 

1.

2.
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These questions could be done personally or as part of a

group discussion.
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Ministry Equipping Resources

Inspirational Resources

Bible, Christian Living, Reflections, Church & Q&A)

Leadership Episodes

Intercession Episodes

Prophetic Episodes

Blog Articles

Sermons Quotes

Do subscribe to receive 
regular newsletters on updates

eepurl.com/htfbr9
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